Wedding
Transportation Services…
When you trust your wedding transportation to Family Car
and Limo Service you’ll discover our experienced concierge
staff, with a welcoming environment and our elegant red carpet service. Let the FCS Team help you select the right service
with the right limo for your special occasion. You may choose
from a point-to-point wedding transfer or by the hour wedding service for your transportation needs. Each will include
a driver in formal dress attire with our red carpet treatment.

Wedding limo transfers are almost the
same service as a standard limo transfer,
but with some perks when requested.
Each wedding transfer is unique and
usually requires special rates and planning. Chauffeurs will be required to
dress formal and will provide a RED
carpet if conditions permit upon entering and exiting the vehicle. Ice and beverages are NOT included on any limo
transfer service. They are only included
for hourly AD service. Ice and beverages can be added to your transfer for
$15.00 if requested. We are not permitted to serve alcohol. Passengers may
provide their own drinks containing
alcohol if they wish. Use of our drink
ware with your own beverages will be
a $10.00 cleaning fee if you did not
purchase the ice and beverage service.

Other additional charges may include extra stops, wait time, tolls, or parking. Each scheduled or non-scheduled stop is $15.00. You have 15 FREE minutes at your pickup and 15 free minutes at your drop off, during your wedding transfer. You may use this time to take photographs with your limo. Extra wait time will
be billed at $1.00 per min. If you require another limo transfer after your ﬁrst we can NOT 100% guarantee the same limo will be available unless you reserve it by the hour, otherwise known as a Hourly A.D.

Wedding
Transportation Services…

Hourly wedding limo ADs are free of
additional charges like extra stops or wait time.
The ice and beverages are included in the service. Passengers must provide their own drinks
containing alcohol. Drivers will be required to
dress formal and will provide a RED carpet if
conditions permit upon entering and exiting the
vehicle. If requested within a minimum of two
days before your pick up, your limo can color
coordinate the cocktail napkins to your wedding color theme at no extra charge. There’s
nothing like having your own personal chauffeur and limousine at your ﬁngertips. Our professional drivers will stay and monitor any
personal items you wish to leave in your limousine, and will be happy to bring them to you
when you need them. Ask FCS about our hourly
wedding packages that include a free bottle of
sparkling cider, or non-alcoholic champagne.

VEHICLE CAPACITY & HOURLY SERVICE
CHART W/O LUGGAGE
Passenger Maximum

Hourly Minimum

Sedan

3 Adults 1 Child

3 Hr

SUV

7 Adults

4 Hr

Transport Van

14 Adults

4 Hr

Stretch Sedan
Limo/Day Car

6 Adults

4 Hr

Stretch Sedan
Limousines

6 -10 Adults

4 Hr

Stretch SUV
Limousines

14 - 18 Adults

5 Hr

Mid Size
Busses

28 - 33 Adults

5 Hr

